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REPORTRE:

RETENTION OF OUTSIDE COUNSEL
FOR 800 MHz LITIGATION

The Honorable City Council
of the City of Los Angeles

City Hall, Room 395
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Honorable Members:

On January 3, 2013, the City Attorney's Office (Office) issued a Request for
Proposals (RFP) for outside counsel to assist the Office in its SODMHz Rebanding
Project. Three firms submitted proposals in response to the RFP: Catalano & Plache,
PLLC; Shulman Rogers Gandal Pordy & Ecker, PA; and Fletcher Heald & Hildreth,
PLC. On April 17 and April1S, 2013, the interview team interviewed representatives
from all three firms. As set forth in more detail below, we recommend the selection of
Catalano & Plache for these services.

Background

Public safety radio systems in Los Angeles and throughout the United States
have been experiencing an increasing amount of communications interference from
commercial wireless carriers operating in the same or adjacent spectrum bands.

On June 27,2005, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) mandated
nationwide reconfiguration of the SODMHz frequency band to relocate public safety and
commercial radio channels to opposite ends of the SODMHz frequency band in order to
eliminate Sprint Nextel interference ("SODMHz Reconfiguration Project"). The primary
purpose of the SODMHz Reconfiguration Project is to eliminate and avoid interference
to public safety radio systems and other SODMHz systems by separating spectrum for
commercial, low-site cellularized wireless networks from spectrum for "high-site" radio
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networks typically operated by public safety groups and other licensees. Under the
FCC's reconfiguration order, the City of Los Angeles is required to relocate LAPD,
LAFD and the trunked public safety radio systems within the 800 MHz band.

On June 8,2012, the United States and Mexico signed an Agreement modifying
the international allocation of 800MHz spectrum in the U.S.-Mexico border region, which
now enables the U.S. to proceed with 800 MHz band reconfiguration in the border
region.

Sprint Nextel has been charged by the FCC with funding relocation costs for
affected licensees. In addition to reconfiguring many of its own 800 MHz operations,
Sprint Nextel will pay all allowable costs of relocating other 800 MHz incumbents that
are required to reconfigure their systems to new frequencies with comparable facilities.
To ensure that the reconfiguration is completed nationwide, the FCC has required Sprint
Nextel to secure irrevocable letters of credit in the amount of $2.5 billion and commit to
fully funding the 800 MHz reconfiguration.

The FCC has designated an independent Transition Administrator (TA) to
provide guidelines and to manage the 800 MHz Rebanding Program. Sprint Nextel has
been ordered by the FCC to pay for reconfiguration costs of all affected public safety
radio licensees (e.g., City of Los Angeles "City"), including its legal fees related to the
800 MHz Rebanding Program. All reconfiguration estimated costs must be approved in
advance by the TA and Sprint Nextel to ensure payment.

Competitive Selection and Interview Process

Firms were evaluated based on their demonstrated experience in representing
public safety licensees in securing spectrum for the 800 MHz Rebanding Project with multi-
site land mobile radio (LMR) systems with at least five thousand (5,000) users. Firms were
also evaluated on their experience negotiating and resolving disputes with Sprint Nextel,
the TA and vendors, advising public safety licensees regarding telecommunications
matters, including the application of federal statutes, FCC rules and regulations, as well as
other applicable statutes, rules and regulations and assisting public safety licensees with
subscriber early deployment (SED) programs.

Recommendations

1. Authorize the City Attorney to enter into a contract with Catalano & Plache,
PLLC for the purpose of assisting in the City's 800 MHz Rebanding Project, all fees to
be paid directly by SprintlNextel.

2. Authorize the City Attorney or designee, with the assistance of the City
Administrative Officer, to prepare Controller instructions for any necessary technical
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adjustments, subject to the approval of the CAO, and authorize the Controller to
implement the instructions.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact the undersigned
at (213) 978-7009. A member of this Office will be present when you consider this
matter to answer any questions you may have.

Very truly yours,

MICHAEL N. FEUER, City, Attorney

NE HALEY
Assistant City Attorne

AH:pj
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